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Introduction
Blurry and noisy imagery is a ubiquitous problem for cameras and sensors across the spectrum of applications, including consumer photography, surveillance, computer vision, remote sensing, medical, and astronomical imaging. Simple methods to obtain sharp imagery are a valuable asset to all of these applications.
Although there are many sources of image blurring, blurring can be modeled by a single blur kernel, which is also called a point spread function (PSF). An equation for describing the observed blurry and noisy image as a function of the underlying sharp image is
where b is the observed blurry image, h is the blur kernel, ⊗ is a convolution, i is the sharp image, and n is noise. It is reasonable to assume the edges in the real, continuous scene being imaged are step edges of discontinuous intensity, such as on the left-hand side in Fig. 1.1 . However, what is observed is a blurry image containing edge intensity profiles such as on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 .1. Simple, approximate (i.e., "back-of-the-envelope") methods have long been an integral part of the scientific method [1; 2] and this report shows that the size and shape of the blur kernel can be quickly estimated from the edge profile.
In the overwhelming majority of real-world situations only the blurry image is available. Solving for the sharp image is an ill-posed problem because theoretically there can be an infinite set of blur kernel and sharp image pairs that produce the blurry image. Therefore, knowing the blur kernel defines the sharp image.
One solution in the literature [3] is to use standard models for the PSF, such as a linear blur kernel for motion blurring, a circular PSF for defocus, and a Gaussian PSF for atmospheric blur. In addition to choosing a functional form, one must guess at the parameters or perform parameter fitting. The edge profile method removes the guesswork and offers a way to quickly obtain a functional form, support size, and parameter values.
The solution of the image deblurring/restoration problem has been an active area of research for decades. Much recent research is in the area of blind deconvolution (see [4; 5] ). Blind deconvolution attempts to iteratively solve for both the PSF and the sharp image from a blurry image by incorporating general knowledge of both the PSF and sharp image into an error function. These iterative methods are general but complex and computationally expensive.
The method described in this report falls in the gap between assuming a standard model for the PSF and the deconvolution methods. As this report will show, for little more than "back of the envelope", analytical computations, one obtains an approximate blur kernel that works well for some real-world imagery. Sections 2 and 3 show how to obtain an estimate of the blur kernel by using the concepts behind the statistical tools of probability plots, probability plot correlation coefficient (PPCC) plots, and quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots. These simple methods can be used to estimate the PSF support size and functional form that caused the blurring in an image and then the parameters can be obtained without searching the parameter space. Section 4 shows the validity of this edge profile approach with idealized and a standard images and the deconvolution results using this method is shown to be similar to the results from state-of-the-art methods. Additional comparisons to state-of-the-art methods can be found in [6] .
Step Edge Step edges in the real-world are convolved with a blur kernel to produce the blurry edge profiles seen in imagery.
Main contribution
The main insight presented in this report is that the profile of a blurry edge in an image is equivalent to the statistical cumulative distribution function, which defines the underlying statistical probability density functional form. Similarly, in some circumstances the edge profile can be used to find an approximate blur kernel that represents the blurring of the scene in an image.
This report shows how to use the ideas behind the following statistical methods for data analysis:
1. Probability plot correlation coefficient plots can be used to select the blurring functional form or model that best matches the profiles of the blurred edges in the image.
2. Probability plots eliminates the search over the parameter space or the typical parameter fitting. The slope of a line or of the linear least squares fit determines the model parameters.
3. Edges can be compared, such as done with quantile-quantile plots or by global maps of the parameters, to determine the necessity of anisoplanatic (i.e., spatially varying) or asymmetric blurring (e.g., caused by linear camera motion) functions.
The benefits from using the concept behind these statistical methods for obtaining an image's blur kernel are:
1. This is a non-iterative method to estimate the PSF model for an image and its parameters. The blur kernel incorporates blur from all sources, including factors inherent in the imaging system and this method has the potential to estimate in real-time the blur kernel of each frame of a video.
2. An approximate kernel can provide intuitive insights, such as the blur spatial variation, or can be used to initialize more complex PSF estimation methods.
3. The algorithm rather than the user estimates the blur kernel support size and parameter values.
Related work 1.2.1 PSF estimation
There are many PSF estimation methods in the literature. The paper by Fergus et al. [7] describes one of the more accurate methods for estimating the blur kernel but it is also one of the most computationally demanding methods. The paper shows that a kernel can be estimated for blur due to camera shake by using natural image statistics together with a variational Bayes inference algorithm. This algorithm has been demonstrated to work well in a number of cases and it is used as a benchmark for comparison in this report. However, even for small images or when Fergus's method uses only a portion of an image, the solution is highly computationally intensive. The authors provide Matlab source code of this method via their project website that was used in the results section as a benchmark. The recent paper by Cho et al. [8] presents a method for estimating the PSF using the same assumption of step edges before blurring as in this report. The authors use techniques of image reconstruction from projections for estimating the blur kernel. Their insight is that a line integral of the blur kernel can be considered as a convolution of the kernel with an image of an ideal line. They use the inverse Radon transform, which is used in image reconstruction, to reconstruct the PSF. However, in its current implementation the user must provide the edge profile length, which requires a parameter space search since this parameter value affects results. Our approach is simpler and faster even though it can not solve for they types of complex kernels that their method can. They also present a Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) method that incorporates the Radon transform as a prior to help solve for both the kernel and image. This method slower and works in more situationsl but is actually an iterative blind deconvolution technique rather than a blur kernel estimation. Similarly, the edge profile method can be used as a prior within the MAP methodology. The authors provide Matlab source code of both these method, which was used in the results section for comparisons.
Joshi, et al. [9] detect edges in a blurry image and estimate the PSF under the assumption of a step edge before blurring, as is done here; however, they use an iterative Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) approach while we provide a analytic solution for the blur kernel. Furthermore, while they strive for a super-resolved blur kernel, our blur kernel is described by a continuous function.
Chiang and Boult [10] present a super-resolution algorithm including image restoration with a local blur estimation. Their edge model is the same as shown in Fig. 1.1 . They assume a truncated Gaussian blur kernel but their solution is based on only two pixel values rather than the full edge profile. Furthermore, their solution is not in terms of a linear fit as can be obtained by using a quantile function. Barney-Smith [11] solves for the PSF by a parametric fit of data for the calibration of scanners. Her paper discusses the PSF and corresponding edge spread function (ESF), which is the same as the quantile function utilized in this work. However, she does not attempt to linearize the edge profile and uses an iterative gradient descent matching method to obtain the parameters.
Kayargadde and Martens [12] describe a method to compute a Gaussian blur kernel, σ b , from polynomial coefficients. However, this method requires decomposing an image into Gaussian windowed subsets and σ b is expressed as a function of the windows σ, rather than the simple approach presented here. Chalmond [13] estimates the PSF function by a hierarchical, multi-resolution methodology using a non-linear Markov random field model. He assumes that a reasonable representation of the sharp edge is given by a lower resolution version of the blurred image. Rosenfeld and Kak's book [14] introduced the idea of estimating the blur kernel from the edge blurring.
Blind deconvolution
Blind deconvolution methods simultaneously solve for both the blur kernel and the sharp image. Blind deconvolution is most often solved iteratively by minimizing an error function containing b − h ⊗ i plus other terms incorporating desirable characteristics of the blur kernel and sharp image. Within a single iteration these methods refine the PSF given the current best guess for the sharp image, and then solve for the best sharp image given the new PSF. However, noise in imagery compounds the difficulty of obtaining a solution, which is out of proportion to its relatively small size. A survey paper by Kundur and D. Hatzinakos [4] describes many of the techniques in blind deconvolution.
The paper by Shan, et al. [15] presents an iterative algorithm to remove motion blur from a single image. They present a probabilistic model for the blur kernel and sharp image and solve a MAP problem iteratively and alternately solve for kernel refinement and the sharp image. A focus of their paper is a new spatially random model for noise that they claim helps to recover the true blur kernel. However, the edge profile method is more robust in the presence of noise and does not require a specific noise model. Furthermore, their model is geared for handling camera motion and the edge profile method is more general. Executables of both their blind and non-blind deconvolution method are available on the authors' project website, so these were used in this research for comparisons.
The paper by Levin, et al. [5] analyzes and evaluates blind deconvolution algorithms and uses a MAP approach to estimate the blur kernel. They also demonstrate that a MAP approach with a sparse prior favors a delta function blur kernel when applied to finding the sharp image but is still useful for estimating the PSF.
A fast motion deblurring method is described in the paper by Cho and Lee [16] . This method introduces a prediction step and utilizes intensity derivatives rather than intensities. They obtained good results at a fraction of the execution time of other blind deconvolution methods. The authors made available an executable of their C program, which was used for some of the comparisons in this report.
Some approaches assume there are multiple images available [17] . Yuan et al. [18] use a pair of images, one blurry and one noisy, to facilitate capture in low light conditions. The approach in this report works on one image and even one slice through one edge in one image.
Non-blind deconvolution
Non-blind deconvolution methods solve for the sharp image assuming an accurate blur kernel is known. Hence, methods of accurately estimating the blur kernel are required in order to provide input for the non-blind deconvolution methods. There is an abundant literature on the non-blind deconvolution and the reader is referred to Lagendijk, et al. [3] for an introduction to this field.
Traditional methods such as Weiner filtering and Richardson-Lucy deconvolution [19] , [20] are still widely used in many image deblurring tasks. Yuan, et al. [21] present a progressive inter-scale and intra-scale approach called a joint bilateral Richardson-Lucy algorithm that reduces image artifacts and attain sharp edges. This method uses both the latest restored image from the previous scale and the blurry image as guides in the iterative solution.
In [22] , Levin, et al. describe a regularization technique using a sparse, natural image prior. This sparse method produces excellent results by encouraging the majority of image pixels to be piecewise smooth. The authors provide Matlab source code on their project website, which was used in the results section to deblur images using estimated blur kernels.
Probability Plots and Blur Functions
This section provides background on the statistical methods that can be applied to the problem of estimating a blur kernel. These statistical methods are based on the relationships between probability density functions, cumulative distribution functions, and quantile functions. Once again, the basic insight of this work is that the edge intensity profile is equivalent to the cumulative distribution function. The first step is to determine the statistical model that best fits the data. Probability plot correlation coefficient (PPCC) plots allow one to select the blurring functional form that best matches the profiles of the blurred edges in the image. Given the functional form, the next step is to determine the governing parameters. The slope and intersection of a linear least squares (LS) fit to the quantile function values in a probability plot determines the parameters without necessitating a search the parameter space. Section 3 will show how to obtain the edge profile, which this section assumes is available.
Quantile-Quantile plots, Probability Plots, and Probability Plot Correlation Coefficient plots
For an ordered set of data y i , for i = 1 to n, the quantile fraction is p i = (i − 0.5)/n and the quantile function is equal to y i . A quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot is constructed by sorting each of two datasets from smallest to largest and then plotting them against each other. In the case of a different number of values in each dataset, the dataset with the greater number of values is interpolated to the quantile fraction of the smaller dataset. Sorting isn't necessary when comparing edge profiles because of our basic assumption that the edge intensity profile resembles the cdf. So a Q-Q plot is simply a plot against each other of the quantile function evaluation of each pixel in the edge profile of two different edges. When a different number of pixels are taken from the two edges, interpolation can be performed. For example, suppose x j has n elements and y i has m elements and n > m. We plot y i against x j where j = n m (i − 0.5) + 0.5. When j is not an integer, we need to interpolate between the two nearest integer x j . The probability plot, which is also called a theoretical quantile-quantile plot, is a graphical technique for assessing whether a dataset follows a given distribution. This is a Q-Q plot where one of the quantile functions is the inverse of the theoretical cdf. The probability plot compares the distribution of the data to a theoretical distribution function, and the data should form a straight line if it conforms to the function and depart from a straight line if not.
Here we consider the profile of the edge to be the empirical cumulative distribution function of the data and compare it to theoretical cdfs in a search for the best functional form and parameters. The governing model could be found by minimization of the least squares error between the edge profile and the theoretical cdfs but this would require a search of the parameter space. Using the quantile function eliminates this search and the parameters are easily found as the slope and intercept of a single linear least squares fit. As described in the context of data analysis on page 199 of Chambers, et al. [24] : "What we have established, really, is that a single theoretical quantile-quantile plot compares a set of data not just to one theoretical distribution, but simultaneously to a whole family of distributions with different locations and spreads." In essence, the linearity of the quantile function values can be used as a measure of the appropriateness of the functional form. In addition, the quantile function transforms the curved edge profile to a straight line where a closed form linear LS fit is quick to compute.
Since the data will fall on a straight line if the underlying model is correct, a measure of linearity of the probability plot indicates the appropriateness of a functional form for a blur kernel. The Pearson productmoment correlation-coefficient is a measure of linearity and is often used in probability plot correlation coefficient (PPCC) plots [23] . It is given by
where CC is the correlation coefficient,x andȳ are averages of datasets x i and y i . In the PPCC plots, x i is replaced by the theoretical quantile function, such as those in Table 2 .1. Some probability distributions are not a single distribution but are a family of distributions due to one or more shape parameters. These distributions are particularly useful in modeling applications since they are flexible enough to model a variety of datasets. Construction of the PPCC plot is done by plotting the linearity measure, such as CC in equation 2.1, as a function of the shape parameter. The maximum value corresponds to the best value for the shape parameter. The goal is to obtain a functional form that best matches the blurry edge profile's shape.
More details on these tools are available in the book "Graphical Methods for Data Analysis" [24] . Table 2 .1 contains some common probability distribution functions that have also been used in the past as blur kernels [11] . More sophisticated methods for finding a generalized functional form can be explored by utilizing techniques in the vast literature on statistical distributions, such as in references [25; 26] . The Gaussian function is one of the most common functions used, both for the pdf and the PSF. The Gaussian pdf, cdf and qf are given in Table 2 .1 where µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation and erf is the error function. Searching the parameter space is eliminated because the mean and standard deviation are easily determined from the intercept and slope of the probability plot. Hence, if it is known for a blurry image that the blur kernel is a Gaussian function, it is only necessary to apply the erf −1 function to the edge profile to determine σ. Similarly, if it is known that the blur kernel's functional form matches any of the single distributions functions listed in Table 2 .1, their quantile function will help determine the parameters for these blur kernels It is desirable to compare the blurry edge profile to a family of distributions to find the most appropriate functional form. By plotting the correlation-coefficient for various values of the functional shape parameter λ, the value of λ that best matches the edge profile can be taken as the proper functional form. The last entry in Table 2 .1 is the Tukey lambda distribution, which is a family of distributions governed by a shape variable λ. For the Tukey lambda distribution, if
Blur functions
• λ = -1: distribution is approximately Cauchy
• λ = 0: distribution is exactly logistic
• λ = 0.14: distribution is approximately normal
In other words, the value for λ in a PPCC plot that produces the maximum value indicates if the best fit functional form is one of these distributions. The Tukey lambda distribution family was used for the work in this report because it models the most common functions used for blur functions but there are other distribution families that merit investigation [25] . Furthermore, one can match the edge profile with combinations of quantile functions [26] . Determining the blur kernel
As illustrated in Fig. 3 .1, this technique starts with a blurry image and finds appropriate edge pixels. Appropriate edge pixels separate relatively high contrast, homogeneous regions. Section 3.1 will describe an algorithm to automatically qualify edge pixels, determine the direction perpendicular to the edge, and assess if the surrounding regions are locally homogeneous. As Fig. 3.1 shows, the next step is to extract the 1-D edge profile that transverses from one homogeneous region to the other homogeneous region, which is also discussed in section 3.1. Once the edge profile has been selected, the blur function model and parameters that best fit the data can found as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
Automatically extracting edge profiles
Edge profiles can be manually extracted by the user or performed automatically by the system. Manual extraction is more robust to noise than automatic methods but automatic methods are necessary for independent systems. Hence this author experimented with several ways to automatically extract an edge intensity profile. [Including testing the method in Cho, et al. [16] .]
Automatically extracting edge profiles is done by selecting appropriate edge pixels, determining the perpendicular direction, and finding endpoints for the profile. There are several requirements for an edge pixel to produce a reasonable result. The edge should separate locally homogeneous regions that are of significantly different intensities. If the contrast isn't significant, the estimation of the blur kernel will be more sensitive to noise distortion. If the regions on both sides of the edge are not homogeneous, the image details will distort the result.
The algorithm to automatically extract edge profiles in an image is as follows:
Perform an edge detection. Compute an energy in each of four directions.
6:
Compute the perpendicular direction.
7:
Determine the edge profile length.
8:
Test the edge profile to reject or accept
9:
Solve for parameters.
10: end for
Tests indicate that the results are insensitive to the edge detection method. In this work Matlab's implementation of Canny's method was used with larger than default thresholds in order to limit the edge pixels to h/igh contrast edges. A derivative map is a map of the differences in intensity between neighboring pixel; that is, it is equal to | H | + | V | where H is a horizontal filter and V a vertical filter. For example, H could be the filter (-1 1) and V = H T . The noise threshold was computed from homogeneous regions, which are regions in the derivative map with locally small values.
There are several ways to determine edge direction, such as by structure tensors. For this work, an energy is computed in each of four directions from an edge pixel; horizontal, vertical, and the two diagonal. This is done by summing the derivative map values stepping away both ways from the edge pixel in each of these four directions and stopping when the derivative values fall under the noise threshold. The edge direction is determined as the direction with the greatest energy and the perpendicular direction is 90 degrees from edge direction.
The question of how to determine the proper edge profile length was investigated and several alternative methods were compared. In the absence of noise, the definition of the profile endpoint is where the gradient of the pixel difference becomes zero or changes sign. However, in the presence of noise it generally does not work to rely on this definition. The adopted method for estimating the endpoint pixel is to compare intensities differences (i.e., average gradient) between three locations: at the edge pixel, a user input maximum length of the profile and half-way between. Then it is determined from the average gradient which half is likely to contain the endpoint and this bisection procedure is repeated within the chosen half until the endpoint pixel is determined. If the edge profile is accepted, the parameters are computed by the algorithm presented in the next section.
Solving for the best blur function model and its parameters
It is straightforward using the edge profile for determining the best blur function and resolving its parameters. As shown in Fig. 3 .1 the edge profile is input to both the PPCC plot and the probability plot computation. If the edge profile matches a cdf profile such as in Table 2 .1 , then substituting the edge intensity values into the corresponding quantile function should yield a straight line.
The algorithm for the PPCC plot is given by:
1: Linearly transform the edge profile.
Compute the quantile function values.
4:
Compute a linear least squares fit.
5:
Compare qf to LS line via equation 2.1. n prevents infinities at 0 and 1 and is similar to the technique described in Chambers, et al. [24] . The quantile function values are computed for each pixel in the edge profile. Then the results of the quantile function are compared using equation 2.1. This correlation coefficient (CC) value is then plotted against the value of shape parameter λ and the maximum CC value indicates the best blur function. Examples of a PPCC plot are shown in Fig. 4 .2.
Once the functional form is chosen, the algorithm for obtaining the scale parameter σ is similar to the PPCC plot algorithm. It is given by: 
Assumptions
The edge profile method assumes the blur kernel can be reasonably approximated by an analytical function and specifically by the family of distribution functions being used (i.e., Tukey-lambda). This assumption is less stringent than the standard model's assumption of the blur being approximated by a specific analytical function, wherein lies a virtue of this method.
Since the edge profile method estimates one dimensional slices of the blur kernel in the directions perpendicular to the edge, this method makes assumptions about the nature of the two dimensional kernel. As stated in Rosenfeld and Kak [14] , page 273: "If there is reason to believe that the PSF is circularly symmetric, then H(u,v) is also circularly symmetric, so that it needs only to be known along one radial line for it to be known everywhere." This assumption is reasonable for certain problems, such as defocused blur problems where there is no reason for directional dependence. In addition, the nature of atmospheric turbulence blurring is random so on average it is reasonable to assume the blur kernel is approximately circularly symmetric. In this work, if profiles from edges in different orientation were similar, an approximate circular symmetry was assumed. For example, a similar 1-D Gaussian profile in both the horizontal and vertical directions implied a circular 2-D Gaussian PSF.
In the case of motion blur, the kernel is assumed to be approximately one dimensional in the direction of the blur, in which case the profile contains sufficient information to define the blur kernel. Edge profiles in the four primary directions (horizontal, vertical, 2 diagonals) will indicate the nature of the blur; for example, if it is approximately circularly symmetric or the direction of the motion blur. Therefore, the edge profile method is applicable in cases wherever the standard models are appropriate but the method is not applicable to problems of handling random blur or where the assumptions stated in this paragraph are clearly violated.
Although this edge profile method is local and permits computing spatially varying blur kernels, the scope of the results in this report is limited to the case of a constant PSF throughout the image. The vast majority of the papers in the literature assume a constant PSF for the entire image. Furthermore, the Fergus method is used as a comparative benchmark in this report and is performed only on a sub-region in the image, which relies on the constant PSF assumption. For the edge profile method, the constant PSF assumption allows one to examine any strong vertical and horizontal edges in the image to estimate a blur kernel for the entire image. Hence the functional form, size and parameters determined at a few strong edges can be used to design a blur kernel for the entire image.
PSF support size
Most PSF estimation and blind deconvolution methods require as input an estimate of the size of the blur kernel. It is easily shown that the length of the edge profiles provides an estimate of the PSF support size. This can be seen by imagining a 1-D step edge that is convolved with a square wave of length X. The result is a ramp edge of length X. Hence, if the length of the ramp edge profile is X, the support size of the underlying blur kernel is also X. Another viewpoint is that the extent of the effects of a blur kernel is reflected in the size of the edge profile.
In practice, the edge profile lengths mostly fall into a range of values. A good choice for PSF support size tends to be close to the top end of the range. Choosing a reasonable PSF size is critical for uniform blur kernels. On the other hand, a Gaussian PSF is governed more by σ and the size need only be large enough to include significant kernel values (rule of thumb is a size of about 4σ). However, if the edge profile method determines that the blur kernel can be modeled by a Gaussian, the length of the profile provides an additional estimate of σ (the edge length divided by 3 or 4).
Using the edge profile to guide PSF size prevents one from choosing too large a size and reduces the amount of needless computation during blur kernel estimation or deconvolution. Furthermore, parsimony suggests that the blur kernel size be made as small as possible but not smaller. 
Analytical verification
It is possible to analytically verify the edge profile method results in a few simple cases. In the case of a 1-D kernel interacting with a perpendicular step edge, it is obvious that the kernel components is obtainable from the edge profile. Since the cdf is obtained as the integral/sum of the pdf, it follows that the pdf can be found from the cdf by differentiation/subtraction. Here one simply takes the pixel differences along the edge profile as the kernel components and normalize them so the sum equals one.
Here we work in the continuous domain and show results for three circularly symmetric cases; a constant kernel, Gaussian kernel and logistic. The same analysis can be performed for other cases too. Fig. 3 .2a illustrates the model with a circularly symmetric blur kernel. With no loss of generality, assume the step edge with zeros on the left side and ones on the right.
First assume a constant blur kernel. The resulting convolution of the kernel will be proportional to the area of the kernel overlapping the right side of the edge. Hence the value for the edge profile will be proportional to h shown in Fig. 3 .2a. The angle θ can be computed as θ = 2 arccos((R − h)/R), where R is the radius of the kernel and h is the overlap with the edge. Then the area is computed as the fraction of the circle enclosed by the two cords and the arc, minus the area of the two triangles:
As it turns out, even though the blur kernel is constant, the edge profile is close to but not quite constant. An example is shown in Fig. 3 .2b. The next case is a circularly symmetric Gaussian blur kernel. Here we use these equations with µ = 0 and
In 2-D, the profile when the edge is on the right side of the step edge/kernel overlap is found by integration of
A similar result is obtain when the edge is on the left side of the kernel. Hence, the result is the same as the Gaussian cdf shown in Table 2 .1 and in Fig. 3 .2b. Finally we show the results using a circularly symmetric logistic blur kernel. Again we use assume µ = 0 and σ = 1. The blur kernel is
When the edge is on the right side of the kernel and r = R − h is the distance of closest edge point to the kernel center, then the profile is found by integration
A similar result is obtain when the edge is on the left side of the kernel. Hence, the result is the same as the logistic cdf shown in Table 2 .1 and in Fig. 3 .2b.
Estimating the blur kernel; from point source to corners
It is well known that the blur kernel can be estimated from the imagery of a point source; for example see [14] , page 272: "if there is any reason to believe that the original scene contains a sharp point, then the image of that point in the degraded picture is the PSF. This would be the case in an astronomical picture, where the image of a faint star could be used as an estimate of the PSF." What is not well known and I have yet to find an example in the literature, is that if the original scene contains a corner on a homogeneous background, then the image of that corner can be used to estimate the the PSF. To this author's knowledge, there isn't an example in the literature on obtaining the PSF from an image of a corner. However, the corner result is analogous to the point source case, so I will start with a simple case of a point source. Say a 3x3 blur kernel
is convolved with the original scene that is a point of value 1 on a background of zeros,
The resulting image of the point is a rotation of the blur kernel. In a similar manner, if we have the same 3x3 blur kernel as above but the original scene has a corner with intensity 1 in the bottom right on a background of zeros, then the result will be
where the kernel is normalized to sum to 1. The values for the blur kernel can be estimated by examining pixel difference within the region from the corner corresponding to the size of the blur kernel, in this case 3 pixels. If we name these intensity value I i,j such that
This allows for a simple way to determine the first few kernel values:
The last formula can be generalized for finding the kernel value for all the remaining kernel elements. That is, the equation is
This demonstrates the proof of concept that the blur kernel elements can be estimated from the image of a corner on a flat background. Fortunately, this idea can be generalized in several ways. It is obvious that if the original scene background intensity is greater than zero and the corner intensity differs from 1.0 that scaling will transform that image into an equivalent situation. What is not as obvious is how this works if the corner is not a perfect 90 degree corner. This is possible if one knows the shape of the corner in the original scene. If one assumes that a map,
if pixel i,j belongs to the corner 0 if pixel i,j is part of the background is available or can be inferred from the observed image, then
where k i,j is initialized to zero before the summation. However, several attempts to utilize this theory on the imagery in this report failed to produce a blur kernel that worked reasonably well to deblur the image. I assume there is something I am missing and until found this method will not work properly. It is being recorded in this report simply as a reminder of the work and the need to determine the missing elements.
Power law gradient for noise versus edges
The author conducted some research related to this topic of image restoration. In a plot of the log of the frequency histogram of the gradients, it is noticeable for a wide range of imagery there are two near linear parts, as can be seen in Figure 3 .3a. In this figure, the gradients are computed as the difference between a pixel and the one below it. The center values, which are near zero, are primarily due to noise throughout the image. Since noise occurs in almost every pixel, its frequency is relatively higher than gradients due to true edges or image details. Furthermore, noise frequency drops off quickly as the its magnitude increases.
On the other hand, the frequency of gradients from true image details are of larger magnitude and less frequent than noise. The most interesting aspect of Figure 3 .3a is that a straight line can be drawn through the part of the histogram of edge gradients, as is shown in this figure. The straight line fit is qualitatively good over most of the range of gradient values. Similarly, a straight line can be drawn through the points near zero, with a similar good fit but over a smaller range. The value of this analysis is to obtain a good threshold of gradient magnitude between noise and image details, which is useful information in a variety of applications. For example, many denoising algorithms require the noise σ and this method is a good way to estimate an unknown variance.
Furthermore, a feature of log plots is that polynomial functions become straight lines. Hence the frequency of the noise magnitude and the frequency of the image details magnitude are obeying different power laws. The slope of the lines indicate the power of the function relating magnitude to frequency of occurrence (line slopes for the Lena image = -0.028, -0.035). One also obtains similar results to that shown in Figure 3 .3a by computing the second derivative or other forms of computing the first derivative. Furthermore, adding noise to an image changes this curve in predictable ways; the sharp peak at zero flattens and the curve near zero becomes fatter. The results in this section apply generally to natural images, as can be seen in the plots of gradients over many images, such as contained in Fergus, et al. [7] and Shan, et al.. [15] .
Results
First, we demonstrate the viability of the edge profile method by describing the results on a synthetically blurred step-edge image. Once the effectiveness of the technique is shown for this idealized image, the algorithms are applied to a synthetically blurred standard cameraman and Lena images. The results from the automation process of Section 3.1 are shown and compared to state-of-the-art methods. Next, examples of defocused and one dimensional motion blurring of an NIR bar chart image is described. Then the results of processing a defocused outdoor SWIR image example is given. Finally, the full methodology is applied to two sets of real-world imagery (MWIR and active IR) where blurring was caused by atmospheric turbulence.
In this section we make use of an implementation of the algorithm for calculating the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index between two images [27] . This is an image quality metric based on a high quality reference image. Visually comparing two images is approximate and highly subjective but using the SSIM quality metric allows for an objective comparison. We compare the sharpened imagery results using the blur kernel estimated by the above edge profile methodology, to the results utilizing other ways to estimate the PSF. In particular, in this section the PSF is estimated in one of six ways: the edge profile method, the Fergus method, the Radon transform, RadonMAP [8] or three blind deconvolution techniques. With the first two methods, the estimated PSF is then input into a non-blind deconvolution method. We also show results from four non-blind deconvolution methods: Matlab's Lucy-Richardson (LR), Levin's sparse deconvolution (sparse 1) [22] , Radon's sparse deconvolution (sparse 2) [8] , and SJAs non-blind deconvolution [15] . The two implementations of the sparse deconvolution method, the original by Levin, et al. and a recent version by Cho, et al., gave different SSIM results so both are included in the following results. The three blind deconvolution methods used are RadonMAP [8] , SJA's, [15] and Cho's fast blind deconvolution [16] techniques. Table 4 .1: Evaluation of λ max and the value of the corresponding correlation coefficient (CC) for various blurred ideal step image (σ = 2 where applicable). The first column give the functional form of the kernel used to blur the image. The second column give λ max and CC (within parathesis) for the case of the blurry image. The third column is the case when noise is added to the blurry image. Step edge image blurred with a Gaussian kernel (σ = 6) and Gaussian white noise added (SNR = 35). The line is a linear LS fit to the data. 
Tests on an ideal step image
The effectiveness of the edge profile method is first demonstrated on a simple 256x256 step-edge image, where the left half = 0 and the right half = 1, which is then blurred with a Gaussian kernel with a known σ. In the case with no noise, the transformed edge profile values fit perfectly to a straight line with the correct slope, as is shown in Fig. 4 .1a for σ = 2, 4, 6, 8. While it is clear that the method works when there is no noise, to be truly useful the method must prove to be robust to noise. Gaussian white noise (SNR=35) was added to a Gaussian blurred step-edge image (σ = 6). Fig. 4 .1b shows the plot of edge profile pixels along with a linear least squares fit to the data. Even though the estimated σ result did vary somewhat due to the noise, over numerous tests the estimated σ generally remained within 3% of the the value used to blur the image. Furthermore, this accuracy was maintained over the range of (c) Close up of a sub-region of the blurry image (top-left), the deblurred sub-region using the edge profile PSF (bottom-left), the deblurred sub-region using the Fergus estimated PSF (top-right), and the deblurred sub-region using the SJA blind deconvolution (bottom-right). Estimated blur kernels for each method are shown as an inset.
blurring, σ = 2 − 12.
The automatic method described in Section 3.1 typically computes λ, σ, and length for several adjacent pixels. Since noise introduces a random error, taking the median of the estimated values within a local neighborhood reduces the noise effects. Tests on this noisy imagery indicate that the median of even ten local values improves the estimate for σ compared to picking an individual σ value.
Finally, we examine PPCC plots to see how effectively they determine the underlying functional form. The PPCC plot for the Gaussian blurred step-edge image is shown in Fig. 4 .2a. Also plotted in Fig. 4 .2a are the single distributions for Cauchy, logistic, Gaussian, and uniform blur kernels, which correspond to λ = −1, 0, 0.14, 1.0. The maximum of the correlation coefficient occurs at λ = 0.15, which matches well with the fact that the image was blurred with a Gaussian. For contrast, the PPCC plot for the step-edge image blurred by an linear, uniform blur kernel is shown in Fig. 4 .2b. Here the maximum of the correlation coefficient occurs at λ = 1.0, as it should for a uniform blur kernel. However, it is not necessary to create the PPCC plot to obtain the maximum value for λ. Table 4 .1 provides automatically obtained λ max and the corresponding correlation coefficient for various blurred ideal step images. The first column gives the functional form of the kernel used to blur the image. The second column gives λ max for each case of the blurry image. The third column is the case when noise is added to the blurry image. In this case of the blurry step image, the results from this method accurately reflect the functional form of the kernel used to blur the image. Note that the correlation coefficient's proximity to 1.0 is an indicator of the goodness of the fit of a functional form.
In summary, it was demonstrated in this section that the PPCC plot is capable of unearthing the underlying functional form and the probability plot is able to estimate σ.
Standard cameraman image
After evaluating the edge profile algorithms in Section 4.1 for a step-edge, we next validate them on a synthetically blurred standard image. Shown in Fig. 4 .3a is the cameraman image that is blurred with a Gaussian kernel, σ = 6 and in Fig. 4 .3b is the deblurred result of using the PSF estimated by the edge profile method and the non-blind deconvolution method described in Shan, et al. [15] . Fig. 4 .3c contains a comparison of deblurring solutions using a sub-region of the the blurry image, which is shown in the top left. Estimated blur kernels for each method are shown as an inset in the corner of the deblurred image. In the bottom left is the deblurred sub-region using the Gaussian (σ = 5.5) blur kernel obtained from the edge profile method and a sparse non- blind deconvolution method [22] . The Fergus estimated PSF [7] along with the sparse non-blind deconvolution method produced the image in the top-right corner. The deblurred sub-region and blur kernel estimate in the bottom-right corner was obtained from the SJA blind deconvolution [15] . The results from four deconvolution methods, which are Richardson-Lucy (RL), two sparse implementation [22; 8] and SJA's non-blind deconvolution, are visually similar. The Radon transform method [8] was also used to deblur the cameraman image in Fig. 4 .3a and the results are displayed in Fig. 4.4 . The Radon transform parameter sliceSize, which is used as the profile length and PSF size, is a user supplied value and their results are strongly dependent on this value. In the author's current implementation, this sliceSize parameter must be determined by a parameter search. However, based on the edge profile length, we choose sliceSize = 23 and produced the PSF and image shown in Fig. 4 .4a. This deblurred image displays strong ringing artifacts but a search of the parameter space for sliceSize and stdnoiseB (a smoothing parameter) lead to the improved image in Fig. 4 .4b. Here the deblurred image contains fewer artifacts but the PSF is less similar to the Gaussian kernel that blurred the image. The RadonMAP method was also run on the blurry cameraman image and the results are shown in Fig. 4 .4c. This deblurred image is better and does not have ringing artifacts.
Column two in Table 4 .2 gives SSIM scores for the deconvolved image compared to the original cameraman It is possible to run an edge detection to create a map of edge pixels, then run the edge profile method on every edge pixel. Doing this for the sub-region displayed in Fig. 4 .3c one can create maps such as shown in Fig.  4 .5. These maps illustrate which pixels were accepted for computation by the automatic edge extraction method and an estimate of its value (by its intensity) throughout the image. Experience has shown that it is useful to look at these three maps on important horizontal and vertical edges when estimating the PSF because they provide an overall sense of PSF symmetry and the validity of the isoplanatic assumption; that is, this indicates if it is reasonable to use a constant and/or symmetric PSF for the image. Fig. 4 .5 indicates it is reasonable to use a constant PSF assumption for this image and the averages indicate the Gaussian functional form is appropriate. Grouping λ values in this map by direction of the edge one obtains an average λ = 0.17 for horizontal edges and λ = 0.19 for vertical edges. Similarly, grouping σ values by direction of the edge one obtains an average σ = 6.0 for horizontal edges and σ = 5.0 for vertical edges. This gives the estimate of σ = 5.5, which was used to deconvolve the image. A map of edge profile lengths is shown in Fig. 4 .5c and can be used to estimate the PSF support size that is appropriate. Grouping values by direction of the edge and we obtain an average length = 18.0 for horizontal edges and length = 15.0 for vertical edges. This implies that the effects of the Gaussian blurring is noticeable for about 15 -18 pixels. However, the effects of the Gaussian function is primarily dictated by σ and the support size just needs to be large enough. A rule of thumb is to make the PSF support size about four times the σ value, which is about 22. For the result in Fig. 4 .3 we used a 21x21 Gaussian PSF. Although the PSF estimated is not precise in this synthetically blurred example, the estimate reasonably matches the original blur kernel.
Furthermore, the CPU times for the various software is listed in Table 4. 3. An unoptimized Matlab implementation of edge profile method executes orders of magnitude faster than any other method. The code to compute correlation coefficients for a range of λ values, find the maximum λ, and determine σ from the quantile function executes in only 0.02 seconds CPU time and the function for finding strong edges and extracting the profile runs in about 0.1 seconds (CPU time is cited running on a 2.4GHz Intel dual Core Thinkpad with 4GB RAM). This emphasizes the nature of the edge profile method as a quick but approximate (i.e., "back-of-theenvelope" or"quick and dirty") that is useful in itself or as a quick check on more accurate methods. On the other hand, obtaining a blur kernel estimate using the Fergus method on a sub-region of 170x170 pixels takes about 800 seconds. Please note that it is not a fair comparison to compare CPU times of a PSF estimation method to blind or non-blind deconvolution methods; the point to be made here is that the edge profile method is a very fast in a field where all other methods are compute intensive. This speed advantage is one of the core advantages of the edge profile method. This method is valuable as a "quick and dirty" estimation of the blur kernel, which makes it attractive even when it's performance is worse than the other methods. In addition, this method is preferable to guessing required in choosing a standard model and the searching of the parameter space for a best fit.
The presence of random noise in an image plagues attempts to deblur an image. As with all methods, the edge profile method is affected by noise and here we contrast the relative performance of this method to other methods. In Fig. 4 .6a the standard cameraman image was blurred with a Gaussian blur kernel with σ = 3 and random, Gaussian white noise was added. Using the original cameraman image as the reference, this noisy cameraman image gives a score of SSIM = 0.725. The automatic method for finding several high contrast edges, extracting these edge intensity profiles, yielded a large range of 0.0 < λ max < 0.4 and 2.1 < σ < 2.8. The error in the automatic method is due primarily to errors in correctly determining edge profile end-points. Although, the automated method for extracting an edge profile starts to fail as the noise level increases, the edge profile method works well if one manually extracts edge profiles, which in this case correctly found λ max = 0.15 implying a Gaussian blur function, with σ = 2.7. Hence, a 13x13 Gaussian blur kernel, with σ = 2.7 was used as input to the non-blind deconvolution methods. The deblurred image is shown in 4.6c and the SSIM results shown in column three of Initially the Fergus PSF estimation worked poorly but with significant parameter tuning it was possible to obtain good results. Since each run of the Fergus method is computationally expensive, as shown in Table 4 .3, this parameter search and testing of different sub-regions required many hours of computer time. The best result is displayed in Fig. 4 .6c. The SSIM results using this PSF as input to the four non-blind deconvolution methods is shown in column three of Table 4 .2. In addition to the parameter tuning, it is noteworthy that significantly different blur kernels were obtained by running the Fergus method on different sub-regions. This variation is likely caused by the presence of the random noise.
The Radon transform and the RadonMAP results are displayed in Fig. 4 .7. Some tuning of the implementation's stdnoiseB parameter was necessary to find the proper level for smoothing the noise but as can be seen in the figure, the results are good. This is also reflected in the SSIM scores in column three of Table 4 .2. Table  4 .3 lists the CPU time for the Radon transform and RadonMAP methods. The speed of the Radon transform is noteworthy as one of the faster blur kernel estimation methods, with the exception, of course, of the edge profile method.
The blind deconvolution blur kernel and resulting image for the SJA method are shown in Fig. 4 .6c. As visible here, it is not unusual for the noise to be amplified in both the kernel and in the deblurred image. Table  4 .2 shows the SSIM scores for two blind deconvolution methods and it is clear that these methods have significant difficulty in the presence of noise.
In summary, the presence of random noise caused the automated edge profile extraction to improperly estimate the endpoints, leading to a wide range of parameter results. However, manually extracting an edge profile does lead to identifying the correct blur kernel function and parameters. After significant parameter and sub-region tuning the Fergus's method was able to produce results of good quality. The Radon transform and RadonMAP methods performed well, despite of the presence of the noise. But the two of the blind deconvolution methods amplified the noise, leading to visibly worse results. The overall impression is that some methods are more sensitive to the presence of noise than others. 
Standard Lena imagery
In this section, PSF estimators, non-blind and blind deconvolution methods are compared using a standard Lena image synthetically blurred with a known blur kernel. Shown in Fig. 4 .8a is the result of blurring the Lena image with a Gaussian filter (σ = 6). A PPCC plot is used to model the functional form and is shown in 4.8b.
The maximum λ max = 0.15 implies a Gaussian functional form, as it should in this case. In contrast, Fig. 4 .8c shows the Lena image blurred with a 16 pixel, linear uniform filter. Fig. 4 .8d shows a PPCC plot from a vertical edge in the blurred image in Fig. 4 .8c and the maximum about λ max 1 implies a uniform functional form. Hence, the PPCC plots do distinguish between different blurs. Let's look in more detail at analyzing the image in Fig. 4 .8a. Automatically finding several high contrast edges, extracting these edge intensity profiles, and finding λ max via the PPCC plot gives a range of 0.05 < λ max < 0.15 for these edges. Or one can obtain an average of the λ max , σ, and length parameters over many strong edges. Doing this gives λ max = 0.1, 0.15, σ = 5.1, 5.6, length = 26.5, 27 for vertical and horizontal edges, respectively. In both methods, the results imply a 27x27 Gaussian blur kernel, with σ 5.4. This exercise illustrates that for images where a constant PSF assumption is valid, using a few strong edges will typically give similar results to averages over many edges but at a fraction of the computation time. Fig. 4.9 shows four of the deblurred results of the image in Fig. 4 .8a. It is easy to spot the differences in the blur kernels (inset in each image) but it is difficult to accurately compare the relative quality of the deconvolution results because the results are visually quite similar. But we can make a few observations. The SJA programs do provide a smoothing parameter and some experimentation was performed. The value of the current setting was necessary to remove image artifacts but the SJA results appear somewhat over-smoothed relative to other deblurred results The LR deconvolutions contain some ringing artifacts near the image boundaries even though the function edgetaper was used as recommended by Matlab for minimizing this effect. The non-blind results using the Gaussian PSF seem a bit sharper than the results using the Fergus PSF or the blind deconvolution results.
Using the original Lena image as a reference, the quality of these images can be reduced to numerical values and then compared. The fourth column in Table 4 .2 lists the mean SSIM values for a variety of PSF and deconvolution combinations, where the blurry Lena gives a score of SSIM = 0.680. Based on the SSIM score, the edge profile PSF estimation produced somewhat better deblurred results than Fergus's method or the blind deconvolution methods. As in the camerman example, this makes sense because this test case is designed to match the underlying assumptions of Section 3.3.
The edge profile method is affected by noise and here we contrast the relative performance of this method to other methods. The standard Lena image was blurred with a Gaussian blur kernel with σ = 3 and random, Gaussian white noise was added. Using the original Lena image as the reference, this noisy Lena gives a score of SSIM = 0.810. Automatically finding several high contrast edges, extracting these edge intensity profiles, and finding λ max via the PPCC plot gives λ max 0.15 but with a larger range of −0.05 < λ max < 0.3 than the range from processing the purely blurry image. Or one can obtain an average over many strong edges of λ max = 0.15, σ = 2.5, and length = 11. In this case it is reasonable to choose the Gaussian functional form, however when the image is polluted by noise there is increased uncertainty since range of these parameters is larger. As in the cameraman image case, manual edge profile extraction produces more accurate results, which indicates the need for an improved automatic profile extraction methodology. Hence, a 13x13 Gaussian blur kernel, with σ = 2.6 was used as input to the non-blind deconvolution methods. The deblurred image is shown in 4.10a and the SSIM results shown in column four of Table 4 .2.
The Fergus PSF estimation was run on various sub-regions of about 200x200 pixels and the best result is displayed in Fig. 4.10b . The SSIM results using this PSF as input to the three non-blind deconvolution methods is shown in column four of Table 4 .2. The CPU time for running the Fergus method on this sub-region is listed in Table 4 .3.
Two blind deconvolution blur kernels and resulting images are shown in Figures 4.10c and 4 .10d. As the SSIM scores in Table 4 .2 shows, the Radon transform, RadonMAP, and SJA blind deconvolution are able to produce results of similar quality to those produced using the edge profile PSF. The other methods' scores suffer due to the presence of noise.
The CPU times for the various software is listed in Table 4 .3. Again this Matlab implementation of edge profile method executes orders of magnitude faster than any other method. This speed advantage is one of the core advantages of the edge profile method. This method is valuable as a quick "back-of-the-envelope" estimation of the blur kernel as a check on, or an initial estimate of the kernel for more accurate methods, or simply to obtain an approximate PSF. 
NIR Bar chart imagery
In most real world imagery the functional form of the PSF is unknown. Fig. 4 .11a contains images of a focused bar chart in the NIR (wavelengths = 300 -1100 nm, 1024x1280 pixels). A defocused image is shown in Fig.  4 .11b and blur from camera motion is shown in Fig. 4 .11c. Let's first examine the case of the defocused image. Finding λ max for four strong edges gives a range of 0.15 < λ max < 0.3. Or one can obtain an average of the λ max , σ, and length parameters over many strong edges, which gives λ max = 0.25, σ = 3.8, length = 18. The λ max = 0.25 falls in between the Gaussian and Ushaped functional forms. Tests determined that a Gaussian function had higher SSIM scores than the U-shaped functional form and σ = 3.0 had a higher score than σ = 3.8, so a 17x17 Gaussian blur kernel, with σ = 3.0 was used as input to the deconvolution methods. The SSIM results using this PSF as input to the three non-blind deconvolution methods is shown in column two of Table 4 .4. Also, Fig. 4 .12a shows the blur kernel and the deconvolution result.
The Fergus PSF estimation was run on various sub-regions of about 200x200 pixels and the best result is displayed in Fig. 4.12b . The results from the edge profile method indicates that the constant PSF assumption is valid for this imagery. The image was obtained by purposely not focusing the camera, which should imply the same blur throughout and a constant PSF should be a reasonably valid assumption. The Fergus PSF result is visibly quite different than a simple Gaussian, yet when the Fergus PSF is used as input to the three non-blind deconvolution methods, the results are similar. The SSIM results using this PSF as input to the three non-blind deconvolution methods is shown in column two of Table 4 .4. Fig. 4 .12b shows the deconvolution result and the CPU time for running the Fergus method on this sub-region is listed in Table 4 .3. Two blind deconvolution blur kernels and resulting images are shown in Figures 4.12c and 4 .12d. While each blur kernel looks unique, the deconvolved images appear similar. Furthermore, these images all have similar SSIM scores. Hence the major distinction between all of these methods is CPU time, which is listed in Table 4 .3 and the edge profile method executes in a fraction of the time of the other methods. Now let us examine the case of blurring by camera motion. Fig. 4 .11c contains an image of the NIR bar chart blurred by camera motion. A PPCC plot of a vertical edge is shown in Fig. 4 .13a along with the corresponding intensity profile that was used to create the PPCC plot. This vertical edge has a λ max = 1 but the horizontal edges have a λ max = 0, as can been seen by looking at a λ map of a sub-region that is shown in Fig. 4.13b. A comparison of the lengths of vertical versus horizontal edge profiles also illustrate this asymmetry; vertical edge profiles span about 30 to 38 pixels while a horizontal edge profile is only around 4 to 6 pixels. Essentially this implies a horizontal, uniform, linear PSF of length 30 to 38 pixels (obviously σ is not relevant for a uniform blur kernel). A few tests showed that a linear blur kernel of length 31 produced better results than longer kernels so this is the kernel used to produce the result shown in Fig. 4 .14a. Furthermore, comparisons of LR and sparse deconvolution results using 1-D Uniform, U-shape, Gaussian, and logistic PSFs of various sizes showed that a 33 pixel uniform function produces the sharpest edges, which confirms this result. The SSIM scores for deconvolution with this kernel is given in column two of Table 4 .4. The scores for the edge profile estimated [8] than the original implementation by [22] . towards deblurring camera shake that causes motion blur. Hence, it should be expected that these methods perform well for this imagery. However, the SSIM scores for the results of deblurring this image, which are given in column two of Table 4 .4, show that the simple edge profile PSF obtains comparable results. On the other hand, close examination of the deblurring results of this linear filter to the other deconvolution results show that the edge profile results contain sharper edges but also more ringing and ghosting artifacts. This result illustrates an important difference between this edge profile blur kernel estimation and other methods. Previous PSF estimation and blind deconvolution methods have the dual aims to restore edge sharpness and noise/artifact suppression in homogeneous regions; however, the only goal inherent in the edge profile method is restoring edge sharpness, ideally to step-edges. That is, the results of non-blind deconvolution for the edge profile blur kernel tends to have have both sharper edges and more artifacts than the other methods.
The Fergus PSF estimation was run on various sub-regions of size about 200x200 and the best result is displayed in Fig. 4 .15b. The estimated PSF is nearly linear and yet it seems this PSF does only a little to sharpen edges. Fig. 4 .14c presents the deblurring results for the SJA blind deconvolution method and here it is clear the estimated PSF is nearly linear. Similarly for Cho's fast blind deconvolution results shown in Fig. 4 .14d, however the method seems to over smooth parts of the image and appears to be of poor quality. Also, keep in mind that it is likely that the scores for the edge profile estimated PSFs are lowered because of the ringing and ghosting artifacts.
This image was input to the Radon transform method and the results were somewhat inexplicable. When the method was run with the original code, including their sparse deconvolution, the resulting image was significantly better than any other method (see Fig. 4.15a) . However, saving the same PSF and running with Levin's sparse deconvolution produced poor results. This can be seen in the results contained in column three of Table 4 .4 and even more clearly in Table 4 .5, which compares the two sparse deconvolution methods over a range of sliceSize values. I examined the code and experimented with a variety of parameters values, yet was not able to explain these results. Furthermore, there does not seem to be a logical pattern in Table 4 .5 correlating the SSIM value to the values of sliceSize. However, some of the better SSIM values using the sparse deconvolution of [8] were obtained for sliceSize in the range of 31 to 37, which corresponds nicely to the length of the edge profiles cited above. Several attempts to run the RadonMAP program failed to complete executing so no results were obtained.
It is also noteworthy that image registration is necessary before computing a SSIM score because the long kernel can significantly shift the edge location relative to the focused reference image. Subsequently, sub-pixel registration method was then used to obtain SSIM scores for all the imagery in Tables 4.2 
Outdoor SWIR imagery
Fig. 4.16a shows a focused SWIR image (wavelengths = 0.9 -1.7 um, 700x550 pixels) and Fig. 4.16b shows an unfocused version of the same scene. Finding λ max for four strong edges gives a range of 0 < λ max < 0.2. Or one can obtain an average of the λ max , σ, and length parameters over many strong edges, which gives λ max = 0.2, σ = 3, length = 11. The λ max 0.2 implies the Gaussian functional form with σ = 3.0, which tests confirm. For the results given in this section, a 13x13 Gaussian with σ = 3.0 was used. The SSIM results using this PSF as input to the four non-blind deconvolution methods is shown in column four of Table 4 .4. Also, Fig.  4 .17a shows the blur kernel and the deconvolution result.
The Fergus PSF estimation was run on various sub-regions of about 200x200 pixels and the best result is displayed in Fig. 4 .17b. The Fergus PSF result is visibly quite different than a simple Gaussian, yet when the Fergus PSF is used as input to the non-blind deconvolution methods, the results are quite similar. The SSIM results using this PSF as input to the four non-blind deconvolution methods are also shown in column four of Table 4 .4. Fig. 4.17b shows the deconvolution result and the CPU time for running the Fergus method is listed in Table 4 .3. The Radon transform and RadonMAP methods both work well and produce good quality results.
Two blind deconvolution blur kernels and resulting images are shown in Figures 4.17c and 4 .17d. These images appear to be very similar and all have similar SSIM scores, as can be seen in Table 4 .4. The differences in SSIM scores are more related to the amount of smoothing done by the non-blind deconvolution method rather than related to the differences in the input blur kernel. Hence the major distinction between all of these methods is CPU time, which is listed in Table 4 .3. The SWIR image is one of the larger images studied in this research, hence the CPU difference between methods is more pronounced.
Tests on atmospheric turbulence blurred imagery
Applying these algorithms to real-world imagery is an important test. One ubiquitous cause of blurring is from atmospheric turbulence, which often imposes a practical limit on the performance of imaging sensor systems [28] . Two videos demonstrating atmospheric turbulence blurring effects were provided courtesy of the Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate (US Army RDECOM CERDEC NVESD). The first image sequence was collected at a mid-Atlantic US Army Test Site on September 2008 using a L3/CE 640x512x28µm MWIR sensor, and this video contains distortion and warping along with the blurring. The second is an active IR video sequence recorded at a closed test site, which has significant noise and speckle artifacts. Both these problems are mitigated by averaging several frames; 10 frames for the first sequence and 50 for the second. The averaged images are displayed in Fig. 4 .18 and these images were used in the investigations discussed in this section. Although there aren't references for these image, ideal reference images shown in Fig. 4 .19 were created in order to compute SSIM values . For the MWIR image the SSIM score of the target area from the original image was computed to be 0.839. The reference for the active IR image consisted of white squares and rectangles on a homogeneous dark background and an effort was made to align the reference with the image. The SSIM score of the the image in Fig. 4 .18 to this reference is 0.623.
MWIR imagery
Automatic extraction of the edge profiles had some variability, giving a range of results of 0 < λ max < 0.3, 2.3 < σ < 2.8, and length between 10 and 14 pixels. However, manual extraction of several edge profiles from Fig.  4 .18a gave λ max = 0.1, σ = 2.3, and length of 12 pixels. Either a Gaussian or a logistical function fits within this range and our tests showed that the logistical blur kernel performed a little better than a Gaussian PSF. Fig. 4.20a shows the results of non-blind sparse deconvolution using a 11x11 logistical PSF with σ = 2.
In Fig. 4 .20b is the result of the Fergus PSF estimation and the results of non-blind sparse deconvolution. Examination of the SSIM scores in Table 4 .4 show similar results are obtained from both methods. However, as seen in Table 4 .3, the CPU times for the edge profile method is a fraction of the time for the Fergus method. Due to the lack of edges in this image, the Radon transform and RadonMAP methods failed in most attempts and when it was possible to produce a result, it was of very poor quality. Attempts to deconvolve this image with SJA blind and non-blind deconvolution produced poor results, which can be seen in Fig. 4 .20c and are reflected in the SSIM scores. In addition, it was not possible to obtain a result with Cho's blind deconvolution, even over a range of parameter settings. This image demonstrates the robustness of the edge profile method because it is possible to obtain an approximate blur kernel with difficult imagery; it simply requires manually extracting the profile rather than relying on the automatic profile extraction.
Active IR imagery
The active IR image in Fig. 4 .18b is a difficult problem because active IR is prone to significant image artifacts, including noise and speckle effects. It is instructive to examine the λ and σ maps for this image, which are shown in Fig. 4. 21. It appears in the map that λ shows significant variation due to noise, which implies that the assumption of a constant blur kernel is poor for this image. But the constant PSF assumption was used for the sake of continuing the comparison with the deconvolution methods used so far in this report. Finding λ max for four strong edges gives a wide range of −0.05 < λ max < 0.25, where each of these four edge gave a different value. Closer examination of the results indicates that the best edge profile gives λ max = 0.05. Looking at averages from the automatic evaluation of the edge profiles in the image gives λ = 0.05 and an average value of σ is in the range from 2.0 to 2.9. Manual extraction of several edge profiles give λ max = 0.05 to 0.1, σ = 2.3, and length of 13 to 15 pixels., which can imply either a Gaussian or logistic functional form. Tests show that either functional form produced similar results but the logistical function requiring a larger value for σ of approximately 3.0. So a 13x13 Gaussian blur kernel with σ = 2.4 was used to produce the result in Fig.  4 .22a.
In Fig. 4 .22b is the result of the Fergus PSF estimation and the results of non-blind SJA deconvolution. Also, Table 4 Table 4 .4 are somewhat higher. It can be seen that the SSIM values in column five of Table 4 .4 also are similar, so once again it is the CPU time that primarily differentiates the methods.
The inconsistency of the results shown in Fig. 4 .22 and SSIM scores in Table 4 .4 require some discussion. Cho's fast deblurring method obtains a relatively high SSIM score but the image displayed in Fig. 4 .22d is visibly of poorer quality than the other images. This is caused by the simple choice for a reference image to use homogeneous light regions on a homogeneous dark background. The smoothing performed by Cho's fast deblurring method creates a result that most resembles this reference. There might be times when this result is desirable but for our purposes this seems to be a poor visual result. The results in Figures 4.22a and 4 .22b again illustrate the difference between this edge profile blur kernel estimation and other methods; that is, other methods have the dual aims to restore edge sharpness and noise/artifact suppression in homogeneous regions, while the only goal inherent in the edge profile method is restoring edge sharpness. 
Limitations
As with any methodology, there are boundaries beyond which this approach is not practical. It is outside the capability of the edge profile method to determine random blur kernels found in the camera motion deblurring literature such as [7] , [16] , [15] , [21] . Furthermore, initial tests with imagery blurred by these complex blur kernels showed that the edge profile method performed poorly relative to the Fergus method. The complex kernels in the motion blur literature generally have non-analytic shapes, random values and are not symmetrical. Hence, based on the assumptions described in Section 3.3, this is beyond the capability of this method. On the other hand, it is possible to use a fast edge profile PSF estimation for an initial guess to be input into more accurate PSF estimation or blind deconvolution techniques, such as in [7] , [16] , [15] , [21] , in order to produce faster and flexible techniques. This topic is a candidate for future research. As mentioned above, the edge profile method aims only to sharpen edges while other methods have the dual goals of sharper edges and reducing noise/artifacts in smooth regions. In addition, there are some approximations in the automation of this method that may introduce errors and limit the accuracy of the result in the presence of noise. For example, this method relies primarily on differences between shapes of the profile. During this study it was noticed that the greater the blurring or more noise present, the more difficult it is to distinguish between functional forms. This effect was present in the results described in Sections 4.2 and 4.6. On the other hand, in these cases the deconvolution results from different functional forms are similar and the edge profile method still provides reasonable parameter values.
Furthermore, the methods for determining the endpoints of the blurry edge profile are approximate and an incorrect edge profile can introduce error into blur kernel estimates. Also, for the work presented in this report, noise hindered the automatic endpoint estimation and occasionally required manual edge profile extraction. However, it is hoped that the automated implementation will become more robust in the course of time.
